[The 3-dimensional organization of the nucleoli of benign and malignant tumor cells from different human organs].
The method of ultrathin serial sections was used to perform a comparative ultrastructural and 3-dimensional analysis of nucleoli for the following variants of human tumours: benign (fibroadenoma) and malignant (infiltrating ductal carcinoma) tumours of one organ (mammary gland); malignant tumours of epidermal genesis in different organs (squamous cell carcinomas of skin, larynx, lung, gullet, uterus); two forms of malignant tumours (squamous cell and small cell carcinomas) of one organ (lung). The spatial models of nucleoli in these tumour cells are given. The specific signs in architecture of tumour nucleoli was found. Nucleoli of fibroadenomas have well pronounced 1-4 fibrillar centres forming a united system with a lacunar component and intranucleolar chromatin. Unlike benign tumour cells, nucleoli of infiltrating ductal carcinomas are characterized by large, prominent nucleoli containing giant, multiform fibrillar centres with a complicated surface, a well developed granular component and an unusually organized lacunar system. In squamous cell carcinomas of various localization, active, hypertrophied nucleoli with pseudonucleolonemal organization were found. The small cell carcinoma of lung differs from the squamous cell cancer of the same organ by dense, fibrillar nucleoli with a small amount of granular component located on the periphery of the nucleolar body. Nucleolar type reflecting the functional state of malignization process may serve as an additional diagnostic criterion for tumour identification.